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Advances in Human Genetics. Volume 21.
Ed H Harris, K Hirschhorn. (Pp 465; $89.50.)
New York: Plenum Press. 1993.

Each year since 1970 a new volume of Ad-
vances in Human Genetics has appeared, edited
every year by Harry Harris and Kurt Hirsch-
horn and every year containing five reviews. It
must be difficult picking topics which are

interesting but not too fast moving for the
inevitable slow book production process.
Four of the five articles in this volume have
suffered to some degree from important ad-
vances coming too late to include. Moser's
chapter on peroxisomal disorders missed the
identification of the gene for X linked adreno-

leucodystrophy. Jennifer Puck (X linked
immunodeficiencies) writes that none of the
genes, apart from that for chronic granuloma-
tous disease, has been cloned. Goddard and
Solomon (Genetic aspects of cancer) discuss
oncogenes and tumour suppressor genes but
not microsatellite instability. Zannis, Kardas-
sis, and Zanni discuss mutations affecting
lipoproteins, but only in connection with
heart disease. The fifth chapter is by Gra-
bowski on Gaucher disease. Each author, we
are told, was given the opportunity at page
proof time to write a short addendum contain-
ing the most up to date material, but only
Moser took up the offer. The editorial hand
was certainly not heavy. Chapters range from
under 40 to almost 200 pages, and the style of
references varies. Comparing Goddard and
Solomon's crisp 50 page summary of Genetic
aspects of cancer with Moser's 100 page re-
view of peroxisomal disorders, both read well,
but surely they are not aimed at the same
audience? One audience wants an outline, the
other wants details.
These books of major reviews, two to three

years in gestation, are curious beasts. It's
heartwarming that people of unquestionable
authority are willing to put in so much time
and effort for no material reward. The world
must be the better for their efforts. But I
wonder just how much better it is? How many
people on the one hand are ready to spend a
day or two digesting the detail but, on the
other hand, aren't part of the personal
networks by which people active in the field
keep themselves informed? I'm reluctant to
recommend them to students writing disserta-
tions because most of the benefit to the stu-
dent is in locating and digesting primary
publications. They are good for orienting new
postgraduates, with supplemental reading to
bring them up to date. They would be good
for summarising a field which has reached a
milestone: next year would be just right for a
major review of Huntington's disease (but this
series had one in 1991). Do working scientists
read them? Personally I find them too long
and too detailed. The much shorter articles in
Annual Reviews of Genetics are about my limit
for general interest topics. Trends in Genetics,
Nature News and Views commentaries, and
Cell minireviews are my main sources for
filling in necessary background.

Should you buy Advances in Human Gen-
etics? Yes, if it contains a review you particu-
larly want. No, if you just want to keep an
adequate reference bookshelf. Looking
through the contents of past volumes, if you
had them all on your shelf you would not have
a summary of the milestone developments in
human genetics over the period. For example
you would have nothing on physical mapping,
on mitochondrial diseases, on microdeletions,
on imprinting, on trinucleotide repeats, or,
until this year, on retinoblastoma or onco-
genes. Annual Reviews of Genetics does a
better job of covering a wide field at a consis-
tent level. But if you happen to want an
encyclopaedic review of lipoproteins - and
now that they are involved in Alzheimer's
disease as well as heart disease, who doesn't? -
then this volume is just the ticket.

ANDREW P READ

Human Gene Mutation. D N Cooper, M
Krawczak. (Pp xiv+402; £49.50.) Oxford:
Bios Press. 1993.

Mutation remains both the major intellectual
problem in its decipherment and interpre-

tation: it presents the major practical problem
of the detection of mutagens and the protec-
tion of our future.
When it was assumed that loci were few and

alleles few or absent, and that mutation rates
were equal at all loci and from all alleles, and
equal in man, mouse, and fly, the basis for the
birth and death rates of mutations, and their
life expectancy, were defined by Haldane,
Fisher, Wright, and Muller. These firm
theoretical foundations are now known to
have a somewhat tenuous relation to reality.
The theological concept of the ideal type, the
homozygous ideal, based on God's image,
continued to permeate concept formation.
When variation occurred it was assumed that
selection, rather than chance, dominated sur-
vival, and Fisher's term linkage equilibrium
(now often termed linkage disequilibrium)
and E B Ford's term polymorphism were
defined in 1930 and 1940 to cover allelic
association and common allelic variation re-
spectively.
The realities of blood transfusion and the

display of extreme variation by the starch gel
showed that reality was other. The concept of
neutrality, which abolished both the problem
and the possibility of having evolved to dis-
cuss it, introduced a fertile mathematical di-
version and showed that neutral variants only
had to be sufficiently numerous for some to
survive, prosper, and even expel their parental
alleles.
Now at last there is a book based on raw

data, discussed on a sound foundation of
words, and aided but not dominated by suffi-
cient and necessary mathematics. Not only are
all varieties of mutation discussed, largely
around the authors' expertise in blood and
how it clots, but extensive appendices provide
an anthology of all that is known to ail our
species and has been defined at the genomic
level. Reading it imposes a pleasant if formi-
dable task on the reviewer. Not only does it
excel in clarity but many references, and their
discussion, are remarkably recent.

In the treacherous fields of terminology
and the word-number interface there are
some minor problems worth comment. The
diagrams, apparently based on astute use of a
spreadsheet package, are very clear, numer-
ous, and well integrated with the text. How-
ever, the unnecessary imposition of a third
dimension in some does not assist clarity.
The computer's expression of chi squared to
three places of decimals needs taming.
Tuberous sclerosis is now largely split
between loci on chromosomes 9 and 16: 11
and 12 have little support, a very recent
finding. Harry Harris's operational use of
"polymorphism", to cover frequencies
exceeding 1%, a reasonable use in the late
sixties, is credited to Vogel and Motulsky 20
years later. Ford defined it unambiguously as
"the occurrence together in the same locality
of two or more discontinuous forms of a
species in such proportions that even the
rarest of them cannot be maintained merely
by mutation". It is now used - or since the
word is longer than the neutral term "var-
iant" - misused - so extensively that Ford's
useful term, which dominated evolutionary
theory for several decades, has died with
him, and it is now too late to modify its well
established misuse.
Linkage analysis, another casualty of wide-

spread misunderstanding, features as a
chapter, and benefits from Clayton's advice.
However, the pedigree shown does not need
lods as phase is defined and deduction and
counting, the appropriate method when phase
is clear, are omitted. A few paragraphs on
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